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We analyze the large-eddy equations that are obtained from the application of a spatially nonuniform
filter to the Navier–Stokes equations. Next to the well-known turbulent stress tensor a second group
of subgrid terms arises; the so-called commutator errors. These additional subgrid terms emerge in
the large-eddy equations solely as a consequence of the nonuniformity of the filter. We compare the
magnitude of the divergence of the turbulent stress tensor with that of the commutator errors and pay
attention to the role of the explicit filter that is adopted. It is shown that the turbulent stress
contributions and the commutator errors display the same scaling behavior on the filter width and its
derivative. Correspondingly, the use of higher-order filters is shown not only to decrease the
commutator errors but likewise the turbulent stresses are uniformly reduced with increasing filter
order. In addition, we establish that skewness of the spatial filter has a strong influence on the
magnitude of the commutator errors while leaving the turbulent stress contributions roughly
unaltered. The analysis of the order of magnitude of the various terms provides an impression of the
flow conditions and filter width nonuniformities which necessitate explicit commutator-error
modeling next to the more traditional turbulent stress subgrid modeling. Some explicit models for
the commutator errors are put forward and ana priori assessment of these commutator-error models
in turbulent mixing layers is obtained. Generalized similarity models appear promising in this
respect and display high correlation with the exact commutator errors. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1852579g

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of accurate simulation strategies for
turbulent flows is a topic of intensive ongoing research.1 The
various existing simulation approaches incorporate the intri-
cate details of turbulence to a varying degree. This may be
illustrated by distinguishing, e.g., direct numerical simula-
tion sDNSd in which one captures all length scales in a flow,
or, large-eddy simulationsLESd in which one explicitly cal-
culates the evolution of the larger scales only while modeling
the effect of sufficiently small scales, or, Reynolds averaged
Navier–Stokes approaches in which statistical modeling is
applied to capture primarily thessteadyd mean flow. The
amount of retained detail in a simulation is largely governed
by the desired accuracy with which a particular flow needs to
be represented.

The dynamic complexity of a turbulent flow depends
strongly on the Reynolds number Re. In fact, realistic flow
conditions correspond to Re@1 and typically give rise to
flow solutions which are described by a very large number of
degrees of freedom. The features in these flows are charac-
terized by a variety of length scales ranging over a number of
decades. Turbulent flows at high Re can generally not be
captured within the restrictions posed by present-day compu-
tational resources using DNS. More importantly, in many
applications it is not even required to have explicit access to
turbulent flow features of all dynamically relevant length

scales. Therefore, smoothed flow descriptions, such as LES,
have been introduced to obtain alternative simulation
strategies. LES is aimed at capturing the primary flow fea-
tures while the dynamical effects of small-scale turbulent
contributions are parametrized approximately through the in-
troduction of an explicit subgrid model. This gives rise to a
simulation model for turbulent flows that requires only a
fraction of the computational effort associated with DNS.

Traditionally, large-eddy simulation was developed
within the spatial filtering approach.2 In particular, virtually
all developments of large-eddy simulation consider spatial
filters with constant filter width, e.g., convolution filters.3 In
the filtering approach to LES the small scales are effectively
removed from the simulation by applying a low-pass filterL,
characterized by an externally specified filter widthD. This
suggests the use of a grid with mesh spacing on the order of
D instead of the Kolmogorov lengthh!D, in order to obtain
a representation of the smoothed LES flow with sufficient
numerical accuracy.4,5 The filtering allows the computation
of the primary flow features at a higher Reynolds number
than can be done within a DNS approach. The dynamical
effects of the smaller scales are represented by the turbulent
stress tensorti j =uiuj −uiuj and have to be modeled in order
to close the equations.6

The LES approach holds promise to become a relevant
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engineering simulation strategy, applicable to flows of real-
istic complexity, i.e., at high Re, in complex flow domains,
involving complicated additional physics related to, e.g.,
combustion or multiphase flows. However, in order to effi-
ciently extend the LES capabilities to turbulent flows in com-
plex geometries, e.g., including curved and flat walls, dis-
playing regions of separated and reattaching flows, etc., it is
required to allow for spatially nonuniform filtersDsxd.7,8

These filters are characterized by a filter width which is an
explicit function of spatial coordinatessand possibly also of
time9d. In complex flow domains a lively, small-scale turbu-
lent flow may exist in some parts of the domain while a
seemingly laminar flow may simultaneously be present in
other parts of the flow domain. The filter width should be
reduced, i.e., one locally resolves more scales of the flow, in
the “turbulent” parts of the flow domain. Likewise, in re-
gions with comparably quiescent flow the filter width can be
chosen larger without notably affecting the accuracy with
which the solution is represented. This local refining or
coarsening of the description shows some similarity with the
use of nonuniform grids in various numerical applications,
see, e.g., Ref. 10.

The introduction of a spatially nonuniform filter width
complicates the development of the corresponding large-
eddy approach since additional closure terms emerge that
may or may not require explicit modeling. These terms are
generally referred to as commutator-error subgrid terms or
simply commutator errors and originate from the fact that
nonuniform filtering and differentiation do not
commute,7,8,11,12i.e.,

]u

]x
Þ

]u

]x
, s1d

where the overbar denotes the application of the filter. These
commutator errors have been considered before in literature
se.g., Refs. 8, 11, and 13–16d, concentrating on their proper
definition, the relation with the explicit filter that was used
and the role of specialized higher-order filters in connection
to the magnitude of these terms. In this paper we extend this
work in a number of ways.

A detailed investigation of the commutator errors, their
effects on the flow and an estimation of their actual magni-
tude, using direct numerical simulation data of a turbulent
mixing flow, will be considered. This is an essential prereq-
uisite for properly treating these additional closure terms.
Especially the scaling of the commutator errors withD and
its derivatives]D /]xj is required before nonuniform filtering
with significant gradients in the filter widthhi= fDsxdgi
@1j can be applied in actual LES. In this paper we present
results of analysis anda priori database evaluation. We sys-
tematically address two basic questions:sid under which flow
conditions and numerical settings is an explicit modeling of
the commutator errors necessary andsii d what is the quality
of specific models proposed to parametrize the commutator
errors? We incorporate regular second-order filters, such as
the symmetric top-hat and Gaussian filters, as well as high-
order filters14,15,17and filters with a skewed support18 into the
investigation. The latter type of filters is sometimes also re-

ferred to as “asymmetric.” However, throughout this paper
we will adopt the term “skewed” for these filters.

A first impression of the magnitude and scaling of the
commutator errors can be obtained through investigating
Taylor expansions of the relevant terms. The present analysis
extends earlier work by Ghosal and Moin8 who considered
symmetric filters. In this paper also skewed filters are con-
sidered which significantly alters the findings and introduces
dispersion next to dissipation. In LES of flows in complex
geometries the use of skewed filters can sometimes be sug-
gested for efficiency reasons or it can be unavoidable, e.g.,
close to solid walls to circumvent filtering beyond the bound-
aries, or in regions of rapid spatial variations of turbulence
fluctuation levels. The skewness of a filter implies a decrease
of the order of the filter which leads to an increase in size of
the commutator error.18 Conversely, an increase in the order
of a filter results in a formal decrease of the size of the
commutator error and has led to the development of higher-
order filters. Higher-order filters have originally been pro-
posed in the context of LES in Ref. 18 and constructed in a
specific framework in Refs. 13 and 14. These filters have
recently regained interest15,19–21 and appear to resolve the
issue of explicitly modeling commutator errors in LES. Spe-
cifically, the use of a suitable higher-order filter can render
the commutator errors arbitrarily small. However, as was
shown in Refs. 13 and 18 the use of higher-order filters also
leads to a formally equally strong decrease of the contribu-
tions of the turbulent subgrid scale flux] jti j in view of the
identical dominant scaling behavior withD and its deriva-
tives. It is not possible to obtain a separate control over the
commutator errors compared to the turbulent subgrid scale
fluxes merely by adopting a suitable class of filters. In fact,
other measures need to be taken to influence the size of the
commutator errors relative to the traditional subgrid terms, as
will be indicated in this paper.

The analytical estimates will be complemented bya pri-
ori evaluations based on DNS data of a turbulent mixing
flow.22 This allows to compare the actual magnitude of all
commutator-errors and subgrid terms on specific LES grids
and for selected filter-width variations. The effect of skew-
ness and of filter order on the subgrid-stress fluxsSGS fluxd
and the commutator errors will be considered. These results
establish the actual scaling of the commutator errors and
SGS fluxes, confirming the Taylor expansion estimates. The
a priori comparisons help to globally identify numerical—
and flow conditions such that explicit commutator error
modeling is required. In particular, if the filter-width varia-
tions i= fDsxdgi become too large, the commutator errors
need to be separately parametrized with appropriate subgrid
models. We will propose some explicit commutator-error
models and compare their properties with basic properties of
the exact commutator errors. Moreover, we will investigate
the modeled production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy in turbulent mixing layers. The models we will inves-
tigate are extensions of similarity—and gradient formula-
tions used previously to modelti j .

22–24 A posteriori tests of
LES with a nonuniform filter width, in which these
commutator-error models are considered, will be presented
in a forthcoming paper.
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The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II
the complete nonuniformly filtered Navier–Stokes equations
will be introduced. The dependence of the size of the com-
mutator error on the order of the filter will be established in
Sec. III and compared with the magnitude of the divergence
of the turbulent stress tensor. In Sec. IV results of ana priori
analysis of the commutator error will be presented. In par-
ticular, we will introduce, quantify, and compare several
measures for the magnitude of the commutator errors and the
SGS fluxes. Thea priori analysis will focus on effects de-
rived from the order and skewness of the filter. This can be
used to identify under which conditions an explicit modeling
of the commutator errors is advised. In Sec. V a number of
explicit commutator-error models will be introduced and
compared with the exact commutator error, focusing on cor-
relation and kinetic energy dynamics. Finally, in Sec. VI we
summarize our findings.

II. NONUNIFORM FILTERS AND COMMUTATOR
ERRORS

In this section nonuniform filters will be introduced and
the application of these filters to the incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations will be described. All closure terms arising
from nonuniform filtering will be identified and discussed. It
will be shown that the filtered velocity field is no longer
solenoidal. Moreover, next to the traditional turbulent stress
contributions a number of additional closure terms are found
which involve the commutator bracket of the filter operator
and first- or second-order partial differentiation.

Basic filters for LES can be divided intosclosely relatedd
differential—and integral filters.3 In LES these filters are
typically low-pass filters, i.e., solutions which vary slowly in
space are not affected much by the application of the filter
whereas components which are fluctuating more vigorously
are effectively reduced by filtering. Here, we will concentrate
on integral filters. In one spatial dimension, a general integral
filter operator, with nonuniform filter widthDsxd, can be
written as14,15

usxd = Lsudsxd =E
x0

x1

gfy − x,Dsxdgusyddy

=E
x0

x1 1

Dsxd
GSy − x

Dsxd Dusyddy, s2d

wherex0 andx1 denote the boundaries of the flow domain,L
is the one-dimensional filter operator mapping of the solution
u to the filtered solutionu andg is referred to as the “total”
filter kernel in terms of the “scharacteristicd filter kernel” G
and filter width Dsxd. It is generally required that ifu is
constant throughout the domain then it should not be affected
by filtering. This implies that the filter kernel is normalized,
i.e.,

E
sx0−xd/Dsxd

sx1−xd/Dsxd

Gssdds= 1. s3d

In case of an infinite domainx0, x1→ 7` the filter is con-
sidered symmetric ifGssd=Gs−sd and skewed otherwise. In
s2d we restrict to filter kernels that depend explicitly onx

only through the filter width, i.e., we restrict to cases in
which the characteristic filter kernels do not explicitly de-
pend on the spatial location. This is not an essential restric-
tion and allows to obtain an insight in the magnitude of
commutator errors without being distracted by too much
technical detail. More general situations may requireG to
depend explicitly onx as well and additional contributions
arise, e.g., from spatial variations of the skewness. In actual
implementations the nonuniformity of the filter may be di-
rectly coupled to nonuniformities in the computational grid.
Such situations generally require explicitx dependence ofG.
However, frequently the filter width depends only weakly on
x and in this paper we focus particularly on these situations.
The restriction to filters with a singlex-independent kernelG
implies that we focus primarily on turbulent flows well sepa-
rated from solid bounding walls. As examples one may think
of homogeneous turbulence, but also unbounded shear layers
such as the turbulent mixing layer22 can be considered in this
framework. In Sec. IV we will explicitly evaluate commuta-
tor errors and other closure terms using direct numerical
simulation results obtained for such a temporal mixing layer.
The specific implications of nonuniform filtering near solid
boundaries is a topic that requires separate study and will not
be included here.

A wide range of filters has been developed over the
years. In this paper some well known spatial filters are con-
sidered to provide a point of reference. First, the top-hat filter
for which the filter kernel is given by

Ga
thssd = H1 if us− au ø

1
2 ,

0 else.
s4d

In this formulation of the top-hat filter the shift-parametera
is by definition restricted to −12 øaø

1
2. Nonzero values ofa

introduce skewness to this filter while the symmetric top-hat
filter is obtained fora=0. Next, the Gaussian filter is consid-
ered. This filter is characterized by a filter kernel given by

GGaussssd =Îa

p
e−as2

, s5d

where commonly the parametera=6. This filter will only be
adopted in its symmetric form although it is possible to ex-
tend it to a skewed form as well. The Gaussian filter will be
used for the construction of higher-order filters, in Sec. IV. A
third popular filter is the spectral cutoff in which

Gcutoffssd =
sinspsd

ps
. s6d

In case the integration domain is infinite, the Gaussian and
spectral cutoff filters are properly normalized while if a finite
domain is considered a compensating factor may readily be
added in order for the filter to be normalized as required by
s3d.

A characteristic property of a spatial filter is its “width”
for which different definitions have been proposed in
literature.6 It is convenient to distinguish between a “basic”
and an “effective” filter width, which we specify next. The
“basic filter width” is considered the length-scale parameter
D contained in the formulation of the filter kernel, i.e.,
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Gsz,Dd /D. As an example,D in the top-hat filter corresponds
to the width of its support, whileD in the Gaussian filter is
associated with the width of the Gaussian kernel andD in the
spectral cutoff filter derives its interpretation in terms of the
precise cutoff wave numberkc associated with that filter, i.e.,
kcD=p. The corresponding “effective filter width” is denoted
by De and we specify this through the definition:6

1

Desxd
=

1

2p
E

−`

`

uhfk,Dsxdgu2dk=E
−`

`

g2fy,Dsxdgdy, s7d

wherehsk,Dd is the Fourier transform of the total filter ker-
nel gsz,Dd related to each other via Parseval’s equality. This
definition applies to all kernels that are square integrable. For
such filters we hence arrive at a proper and robust definition
for the effective filter width in terms of the basic filter width.
If this definition is applied to the top-hat filter we note that
De=D and the same is observed for the popular spectral cut-
off filter. For the Gaussian filter we findDe=DÎ2p /a. For
the special choicea=2p we observe thatDe=D.

In case a discrete filter is considered, a numerical
quadrature rule is applied to the continuous formulation. In
one spatial dimension, this implies for the filtered solution at
grid-point xi:

usxid =E
−`

`

gfy − xi,Dsxidgusyddy

< o
j=−n−

n+

ai jgfxi+j − xi,Dsxidgui+j ; o
j=−n−

n+

wijui+j . s8d

In this expression, the discrete filtering ofu is represented by
a weighted sum ofui+j =usxi+jd. The numerical integration
covers a sufficiently wide intervalfxi−n−

,xi+n+
g and is charac-

terized by integration weightshai jj. These integration
weights are specific to the quadrature rule that is selected
such as the composite trapezoidal rule, Simpson integration,
or general higher-order Newton–Cotes methods.25,26 The in-
tegration weights and filter kernel may be combined in total
“filter weights” hwijj where wij =ai jgfxi+j −xi ,Dsxidg. The
definition of the effective filter width ins7d can consistently
be applied to discrete filters. Applying the numerical quadra-
ture to s7d leads to

1

Desxid
= o

j=−n−

n+

ai jg
2fxi+j − xi,Dsxidg. s9d

This provides an effective filter widthDesxid that corresponds
directly to the particular numerical realization of the as-
sumed filter. It includes dependencies on the specific filter
kernel, underlying grid points, numerical quadrature rule
adopted and the selected region to which this numerical in-
tegration is applied. With a proper specification of these el-
ements, evaluation on a sufficiently fine grid yields an effec-
tive filter width of the discrete filter that converges to the
continuous result ins7d.

Filtering defined in one spatial dimension can straight-
forwardly be extended to three spatial dimensions by consid-
ering “product filters.” These can be obtained by defining the
composition of several one-dimensional filters, i.e.,Lsfd

=L1+L2+L3sfd=L1hL2fL3sfdgj, whereLi is a filter used for the
xi direction and f is any solution for whichLsfd is well
defined. EachLi can be characterized by a separate filter
width Disxd and shiftai.

We next consider the application of such general three-
dimensional filter operators to the equations governing the
flow of incompressible fluids. The unfiltered equations are
well known and represent the conservation of mass and mo-
mentum. These are given by

] juj = 0, s10d

]tui + ] jsuiujd + ]ip −
1

Re
] j jui = 0, s11d

where we introduced the short-hand notations] /]t→]t and
] /]xj →] j for partial derivatives with respect to timet and
spatial coordinatexj. The velocity in thexj direction is de-
noted byuj, the pressure is given byp, and Re denotes the
Reynolds number. Throughout, we will use the summation
convention with summation implied over repeated indices in
a term. The application of a nonuniform filterL to the in-
compressible Navier–Stokes equations yields after some cal-
culation:

] juj = − C jsujd, s12d

]tui + ] jsuiujd + ]ip −
1

Re
] j jui

= − ] jti j − Ctsuid − C jsuiujd − Cispd +
1

Re
C j jsuid, s13d

in which various closure terms have been introduced that
will be described in some more detail next.

In case LES is based on commutating filters, only one
type of subgrid terms arises, i.e., the divergence of the tur-
bulent stress-tensorti j . This contribution has received ample
attention in traditional LES literature.22,27,28 The turbulent
stress-tensor reappears for nonuniform filters and is defined
by

ti j = uiuj − uiuj = fL,Pi jgsud. s14d

In this expression the SGS-stress tensor is conveniently writ-
ten in terms of the commutator bracket involving the filter
and the product operatorsPi jsud=uiuj. In general, the com-
mutator bracket of two operators,A andB, is defined as

fA,Bgsud = A+Bsud − B+Asud = AfBsudg − BfAsudg. s15d

The commutator errors arising from the nonuniformity ofD
can be expressed conveniently in terms of the commutator
bracket as well,11

C jsfd = ] j f − ] j f = fL,] jgsfd. s16d

Finally, also possible temporal- and second-derivative com-
mutator errors are included ins13d. These are explicitly de-
fined as

Ctsud = ]tu − ]tu = fL,]tgsud, s17d
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C j jsud = ] j ju − ] j ju = fL,] j jgsud = C js] jud + ] jfC jsudg. s18d

In this paper we restrict ourselves to spatially varying filter
widths. Hence, the filter operator commutates with the time-
derivative operator and the temporal commutator errorCt

=0. Further details regarding temporal commutator errors
can be found in Ref. 9.

The commutator bracket defined ins15d satisfies the
Leibniz identity,

fA,B1+B2g = fA,B1g+B2 + B1+fA,B2g, s19d

which plays a central role in establishing the Poisson-bracket
structure in classical mechanics.29 This identity allows to re-
write the second-derivative commutator error ins18d in
terms of first-order derivative commutator errors. In caseA
=Pi j and Bk=Lk for two filters Lk, the Leibniz identity is
better known in LES literature as Germano’s identity3,18 and
forms the basis for the successful dynamic modeling
procedure.2,30Since Leibniz’ identity also applies to the com-
mutator errorsC jsfd and C j jsfd, a dynamic modeling proce-
dure can likewise be adopted for their explicit parametriza-
tion, thereby locally optimizing specific base models for
these commutator errors.

The filtered equations have been written in a specific
form, also referred to as the “LES-template.” Ins12d ands13d
we recognize the “Navier–Stokes operator” on the left-hand
side, but now applied to the filtered solutionhui ,pj. More-
over, instead of the right-hand side being equal to zero, as in
s10d ands11d, a number of closure terms, also referred to as
subgrid terms, have been distinguished to represent all ef-
fects of filtering. The filtering withL has considerably al-
tered the basic structure of the governing equations. We ob-
serve that the nonuniformly filtered velocity field is no
longer solenoidal. In fact a characteristic commutator error
arises in the right-hand side ofs12d. Likewise, we observe
that the strong conservation form of the governing equations
was lost as a result of the application ofL, i.e., the total flux
is no longer in divergence form11,12and material frame indif-
ference is no longer maintained.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the various closure
terms either require explicit modeling, or their dynamic im-
portance is sufficiently small for these contributions to be
neglected altogether. Since explicit modeling addssconsider-
ablyd to the computational effort of a flow simulation and
since it may constitute a source of additional error in LES,
one has to first carefully assess the need for explicit model-
ing, separate from the construction of specific models.

The nonuniform filtering of the continuity equation is
seen to give rise to an explicit commutator error which cor-
responds to sources and sinks for mass in the filtered descrip-
tion. It may be difficult to model such a term and one has to
properly represent the filtering effect in order to avoid pos-
sible instabilities that may arise. If the nonuniformity is suf-
ficiently small, one may consider numerical procedures
which retain the solenoidal character of the numerically ob-
tained filtered field. However, if filter nonuniformities are
strong, the filtered field will deviate significantly from a so-
lenoidal field and it appears more sensible to introduce ex-
plicit commutator-error modeling instead. This area of devel-

opment is quite new in large-eddy simulations and further
analysis will be needed in order to arrive at a reliable and
robust treatment.

The issue of whether or not to explicitly model some of
the closure terms that have arisen ins12d ands13d is closely
related to theslocald filter width D in relation to typicalsvis-
cousd length-scales of the turbulent flow, but also to spatial
variations inD and the specific smoothing properties of the
actual filter operatorL. In order for LES to be efficient in
turbulent regions, the filter widthD is set much larger than a
local measure for the Kolmogorov length. Typically the filter
width is on the order of 1/10–1/100 of a characteristic
mean-flow length scale.3,6,31,32In these cases the SGS-stress-
tensorti j certainly requires explicit modeling, or representa-
tion by the implicit dissipative and dispersive properties of
an upwind spatial discretization as in the MILES approach.33

Various SGS models are available, see, e.g., Refs. 6, 22, and
27. Whether the new commutator errors need to be explicitly
modeled as well or whether these closure terms can safely be
neglected is very much dependent on the variability of the
filter width. In the following section we estimate the size of
the convective flux commutator errorC jsuiujd and compare
its scaling in terms ofD and D8 with that of the turbulent
stress-tensor contributions, in case general high-order filters
are adopted. In the sequel, if we refer to “the” commutator
error it will be implied that we refer toC jsuiujd unless ex-
plicitly stated otherwise.

III. ORDER OF MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES OF SUBGRID
TERMS FOR SKEWED AND HIGH-ORDER
FILTERS

In this section we determine the dominant scaling of the
commutator errors for various general filters. First we turn to
symmetric second-order filters, then we consider effects of
skewness and finally we introduce higher-order filters. Sub-
sequently, we estimate the magnitude of the turbulent stress
contributions. It will be shown that both types of subgrid
terms can be reduced arbitrarily by raising the order of the
filter to a sufficiently high value. In fact, both subgrid con-
tributions display identical leading-order scaling with the
nonuniform filter width and its derivatives. Consequently, for
nonuniform filter widths both contributions may require ex-
plicit modeling. In case the filter width is constant, only the
turbulent stress contributions remain. Hence, commutator er-
rors can only be avoided independently by properly control-
ling the gradients inD. It is not possible to reduce the com-
mutator errors separately by merely adhering to specialized
higher-order filters.

To determine the order of magnitude of the commutator
errors one may explicitly evaluate]xfsxd in one spatial di-
mensionssee also Refs. 7, 8, and 12d. After some calculation
the following expression for the commutator error is ob-
tained:
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Cxsfdsxd =U − D8sxdE
sx0−xd/Dsxd

sx1−xd/Dsxd

sGssdf8fx + Dsxdsgds

+
1

DsxdF1 + sy − x0d
D8sxd
Dsxd GGSy − x

Dsxd D fsydU
y=x0

x1

.

s20d

As noted most explicitly in Ref. 12, the commutator error
consists of two parts; an interior part and a boundary term.
The latter term arises since principally filtering cannot be
extended beyond the boundaries of the flow domain.34 For
common filters, identified in the preceding section, this con-
tribution is zero or negligible ifx is sufficiently separated
from the boundary. The interior contribution to the commu-
tator error arises directly from the nonuniform filter width, as
expressed by the leadingD8 factor. In the remainder of this
paper we will restrict ourselves to the interior part of the
commutator-error and considerx0→−` and x1→`. This is
appropriate for the inhomogeneous turbulent mixing layer
flow studied here.

The scaling of the interior part of the commutator error
with filter width can be inferred from Taylor expansion, pro-
vided the solution is sufficiently smooth. If one introduces
the coordinate transformations=sy−xd /Dsxd in s2d one ob-
tains after some calculation

Cxsfdsxd = − D8sxdE
−`

`

sGssdf8sx + Dsxdsd ds s21d

=− D8sxdE
−`

`

sGssdF f8sxd + sDsxdf9sxd

+
1

2
s2D2sxdf-sxd + ¯G ds s22d

=− o
r=1

`
1

sr − 1d!
D8Dr−1 Mr

]r f

]xr , s23d

whereMr denotes therth moment of the filter, defined as

Mr =E
−`

`

srGssd ds. s24d

Since we consider normalized filters the zeroth momentM0

=1. In the sequel we restrict to filters for which all moments
Mr with r .0 exist. It should be remarked that the well
known spectral cutoff filter does not satisfy this condition; in
particular, for the spectral cutoff filter the even order mo-
ments beyond second order do not exist. We hence exclude
the traditional spectral cutoff filter from the discussion. This
does not mean that the cutoff filter would be of no value to
large-eddy simulation. For all bounded solutionsu, the cutoff
filtered solutionu is well defined, which in particular holds
for bounded periodic solutions such as occur in homoge-
neous turbulence for which spectral methods and filters are
ideally suited. Moreover, one may consider restricting the
cutoff filter to a slarge butd finite domain. After renormaliz-
ing the kernel appropriately to compensate for this truncation
of the domain, generally a second-order filter arises in view

of s25d. In this section we will for convenience also assume
that the solutions have continuous derivatives of all orders
and convergent Taylor expansions.

The smoothing properties of general filters can be char-
acterized to some degree by the effect of filtering on polyno-
mials. For convenience in what follows we formalize this
and introduce anNth order filter by requiring,

Mr = dr0 for r = 0,…,N − 1, s25d

wheredi j denotes the Kronecker delta. SuchNth order filters
leave polynomials of degreeN−1 invariant. Actual examples
of higher-order filters may be constructed in different ways.
Specific polynomial kernels on a compact support of widthD
may be obtained,18 which give rise to higher-order filters.
Alternatively, high-order filters may be constructed by suit-
ably combining basic filters such as the top-hat or Gaussian
filters at different length scales.17 Either way, such higher-
order filters are automatically formulated in terms of the ba-
sic filter widthD. It is important to notice that if one keepsD
fixed in this class of filters then the effective filter width at
orderN, denoted byDesNd, can be shown to decreasesrap-
idlyd with increasingN. Paradoxically, one may simulta-
neously refer to the width of the specific higher-order filter as
being fixed and equal toD or interpret the increase in the
order of the filter at fixedD in terms of the reducing effective
filter-width DesNd. The latter interpretation is more appealing
in order to emphasize that at fixedD the filtering becomes
less and less effective with increasingN and, for the filters
considered by us, approaches the identity operator in the
limit. In fact, the limiting identity operator leaves all modes
invariant which corresponds to its Fourier transform being
equal to unity for all wave numbers. Correspondingly, the
effective wave number as defined ins7d is zero, in line with
the limiting behavior ofDesNd mentioned above.

To illustrate the effect of higher-order filters we consider
the scaling ofuu−uu with the local filter widthD in caseu is
an infinitely smooth solution with a globally convergent Tay-
lor expansion. Application of higher-order filters gives rise to

uu − uu = DNUo
r=N

`
Mr

r!
]x

rusxdDr−NsxdU
ø DNo

r=N

` UMr

r!
]x

rusxdUDr−Nsxd. s26d

To establish the dominant scaling,DN for D sufficiently
small, the series in the upper bound ofs26d needs to be
considered in more detail. We observe that the convergence
radius of this series depends onuMr]x

rusxd / r! u. Different
cases may be distinguished. We will first discuss the simplest
case in whichMr and ]x

ru are bounded separately, for allx
and r. Then we turn to filters for whichMr is an increasing
function of r, but Mr / r! decreases monotonically, and finally
we further relax the restrictions and consider solutionsu for
which ]x

ru may become unbounded asr →`.
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The simplest and most restrictive evaluation of the
upper-bound ins26d arises if Mr and ]x

rusxd are bounded
separately. In that case we may write

uu − uu = DNUo
r=N

`
Mr

r!
]x

rusxdDr−NsxdU
ø MNUNDNo

m=0

`
1

sm+ Nd!
Dm, s27d

where we introduced

MN = max
rùN

uMru; UN = max
rùN

max
x

u]x
rusxdu. s28d

The series in the upper bound on the right-hand side ofs27d
is a simple power series which can be shown to have an
infinite radius of convergence and in particular the upper
bound for uu−uu tends to zero asN becomes large, for all
boundedD. Not only doesuu−uu tend to zero asN becomes
large, but also other filter effects, e.g., the subgrid stresses.
Consequently, for this class of higher-order filters it is pos-
sible to arrive at conclusions regarding the subgrid stress
based on the filter moments, and to infer the dominant scal-
ing behavior in the mathematical limitD→0. Note that this
restriction of sufficiently small filter-widthD is essential. In
fact, D should be smaller than the smallest relevant length
scale contained in the unfiltered solution in order for the
dominant scaling behavior to apply quantitatively. This situ-
ation differs completely from the typical LES setting in
which the filter width is chosen such that it corresponds to an
inertial range length scale. In that case a restriction of the
analysis to only the low-order moments can be misleading.
In such practical LES settings the actual filter width is not
small enough and one has to be careful with the significance
of predictions involving only the low-order moments since
these primarily relate to low frequency information in the
solution. However, the dominant scaling in the particular
academic situationD→0 does provide some first impression
about the contributions arising from explicit high-order fil-
tering. This is complemented by a full database analysis to
which we turn in the following section.

In the proof ofs24d it is essential that all moments of the
filter are bounded. This property may be verified for filters
with a compact support and bounded kernel. However, vari-
ous popular filters do not have this property. For example,
the moments of the Gaussian filter are such thatMr keeps
increasing withr. For this filter one can, however, also es-
tablish a simple upper-bound estimate foruu−uu which is
slightly more restrictive on the filter-widthsD for which it
holds. In fact, for the Gaussian filter one may establish that
Mr / r! decreases rapidly and monotonously withr. For
higher-order filters which share this property one may readily
show

uu − uu = DNUo
r=N

`
Mr

r!
]x

rusxdDr−NsxdU ø
uMNu
N!

UNDNo
m=0

`

Dm.

s29d

This also establishes leading-order deviations ofOsDNd in
caseD!1. However, instead of the stronger result ins24d we
now observe that the upper-bound estimate involves the geo-
metric series which is convergent only providedD,1. So,
while the assumption that allMr are bounded leads to an
upper bound ins24d which contains a series that is conver-
gent for all D, the weaker assumption thatMr / r! decreases
monotonously gives rise to an upper-bound estimate that is
valid only for a finite range of filter widths. Since this analy-
sis of the scaling behavior only applies to the academic lim-
iting case whereD!1 any way, the finiteness of the conver-
gence interval does not affect the validity of the result.

Returning tos26d we may further relax the restrictions
and also incorporate solutions for which]x

ru is not bounded
for all r. We assume thatu]x

ruuøu0/ sdrd for a suitable
velocity-scaleu0 and length-scaled. If d is small enough
then higher-order derivatives grow withr and may become
unbounded asr →`. In this case one may estimate

uu − uu ø u0o
r=N

` uMru
r!

SDsxd
d

Dr

. s30d

As before, ins27d, under the assumption thatuMruøMN for
all r ùN we may simply obtain an upper-bound estimate that
contains a series that is globally convergent, thus establish-
ing the leading-orderDN for this case. For the situation in
which Mr increases withr, the estimates need to be consid-
ered slightly more carefully. If the increase ofMr is not more
rapid than uMruøm0sr / ld!cr with positive constantsm0, c,
and integerl, we find

uu − uu ø u0m0o
r=N

`
sr/ld!

r!
ScDsxd

d
Dr

. s31d

Hence, if l ù2 the series converges globally, while a series
with finite convergence radius arises asl =1. In either case
sl =1 or l ù2d the dominant orderN scaling in the math-
ematical limitD→0 is established.

In terms of s25d the symmetric top-hat filter and the
Gaussian filter are second-order filters, while the asymmetric
top-hat filter,Ga

th with aÞ0, is formally only first order, i.e.,
only normalized. This illustrates that nonzero skewness de-
creases the order of the corresponding symmetric filter.
Moreover, higher-order filters may be constructed which
have several odd and even moments equal to zero. For sym-
metric filters all odd moments are zero since the kernel is an
even function. However, skewed higher-order filters in which
a controlled number of odd moments are zero by construc-
tion may be developed systematically as well. There exist
various constructions for specific higher-order filters. Not all
these constructions lead to filters that damp all modes in a
signal; examples may be obtained in which the Fourier trans-
form of the filter kernel assumes values larger than unity for
a limited range of wave numbers. This corresponds to actual
amplification of the corresponding modes instead of their
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desired reduction. However, it is not too difficult to arrive at
classes of higher-order filters that do display proper reduc-
tion for all modes in a solution. Examples of such higher-
order filters with proper damping properties, corresponding
to N.2 have originally been proposed in the context of LES
in several papers by Geurts13,18 and Vasilyevet al.15

Next the general expression for the commutator error in
s23d will be used to discuss the influence of the specific filter.
We first consider symmetric filters. In this case all odd mo-
mentsM2r−1, r ù1 are equal to zero. The lowest order con-
tribution in s23d may arise atr =2 and the commutator error
is of orderOsD8Dd. This estimate for the commutator error
applies to common second-order filter such as the symmetric
top-hat or Gaussian filters and has been derived before in
literature.8,12,13 Next, we turn to skewed filters. In this case
the odd momentsM2r−1 are nonzero and the lowest order
contribution to the commutator error may arise atr =1. Thus,
skewness formally reduces the order of the filter and in-
creases the scaling of the commutator error toOsD8d.

One has to realize that, although filters can be strictly
asymmetric, it is well possible that the lowest order contri-
butions to the commutator error remain very small. Effects of
skewness on the commutator error become apparent only in
case the lowest order odd momentsM2r−1 become suffi-
ciently large. For example, the filters considered in Ref. 8 are
strictly skewed filters in physical space. However, in illustra-
tions found in this reference the odd moments were negli-
gible compared to the even momentsM2r and overall the
filters approximately corresponded to symmetric filters. For
the skewed top-hat filter considered in this paperGa

th the first
and second moments are given byM1=a and M2= 1

12+a2.
Hence, effects of skewness are expected to become relevant
if the shift a is large enough. As an indicationuM1u<M2 for
1/10ù uauù1/2.

The expression for the commutator error as given ins23d
suggests the possibility of directly controlling its magnitude
by considering higher-order filters as introduced above. By
requiring that certain momentsMr identically vanish, the
leading-order contribution to the commutator error can be
controlled explicitly. Specific high-order filters serving this
purpose were proposed by Van der Ven.14 In view of s23d all
Nth order filters have the property that the implied commu-
tator error reduces toOsD8DN−1d. This would allow to ne-
glect the commutator-error contributions from the filtered
LES equations, simply by turning to an appropriate higher
order of filtering. However, the dominant scaling behavior of
the commutator error is of no consequence by itself. Rather,
one has to incorporate the dominant scaling of the diver-
gence of the turbulent stress-tensor as well, before anything
more definite can be established. We turn to this next.

In order to establish the dominant scaling of the turbu-
lent stress contributions we proceed analogous to the above
derivation for the commutator error. The one-dimensional
SGS-stress tensor is given byt=u2−u2 for which one readily
obtains

tsxd = u2sxd − u2sxd s32d

=E
−`

`

GssdSo
r=0

`
1

r!
Drsr]x

ru2Dds

−HE
−`

`

GssdSo
r=0

`
1

r!
Drsr]x

ruDdsJ2

, s33d

in which we used expressions foru2 and u arrived at by a
Taylor series expansion similar tos22d ssee also Refs. 18 and
35d. This expression can be simplified to

tsxd = o
r=0

`
Mr

r!
Dr]x

ru2 − o
r=0

` SMr

r!
D2

D2rs]x
rud2

− 2o
q=0

`

o
r=q+1

`
MqMr

q!r!
Dq+r]x

qu]x
ru. s34d

For smooth solutionsu and filters for which all moments
exist, one may readily show that the series ins34d converge
for all D, following the same reasoning as ins27d. This im-
plies that the dominant scaling behavior which arises in the
limit D→0 is well defined and may be used to characterize
the effect of higher-order filtering for the turbulent stress
tensor. However, the filtered solution still contains some
small-scale contributions on scales of orderD and hence
terms such assMr / r!dDr]x

ru2 may not be small for a range of
r values. Therefore, although the limiting dominant scaling
behavior is a meaningful aspect of the turbulent stress, the
impression obtained from the leading-order terms should be
interpreted with some care. In particular, the leading-order
terms typically do not constitute an accurate subgrid model
for relatively large filter widths. Moreover, the leading-order
terms alone may induce explicit instabilities in the modeled
equations as occurs, e.g., with the so-called nonlinear or
Clark model fort.

For anNth order filter the scaling behavior of the turbu-
lent stress tensor displays characteristic dominant terms.
These can be inferred froms34d as

tsxd =
MN

N!
s]x

Nu2 − 2u]x
NudDN + OsDN+1d. s35d

From s35d we observe thatt,DN for generalNth order fil-
ters, in caseNù2. Consequently, the relevant flux]xt scales
with terms of OsDNd as well as terms ofOsD8DN−1d. We
observe that the dominant formal scaling behavior is identi-
cal to that established above for the commutator error with a
subdominant correction ofOsDNd. In the special caseN=1,
the first term ins35d is identically zero in view of the prop-
erty ]xu

2=2u]xu. For these filters the SGS stress is thus un-
affected by a nonzero first momentM1 and, althoughN=1
the turbulent stress tensor scales asOsD2d. This is formally
one order inD smaller than the corresponding commutator-
error atN=1.

Taking the derivative of the first term ins35d in order to
obtain an impression of the subgrid flux, one observes a con-
tribution which containsD8 next to a contribution which cor-
responds to the classical subgrid flux formulated in terms of
the local filter width. This raises the question whether suc-
cessful models fort that were developed for spatially uni-
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form filters will remain accurate when nonuniform filters are
used. At least, classical models fort which are formulated in
terms of the local filter width will induce both types of sub-
grid fluxes, i.e., the “explicitly nonuniform contributions”
containingD8 and the remaining terms. However, for non-
uniform filters, accuracy of a subgrid model should now also
imply an accurate description of the explicitly nonuniform
contributions, next to the proper characterization oft itself.
To what extent popular models such as Smagorinsky36 or
Bardina23 already fulfill both these wishes is a central prob-
lem which deserves further attention.

In actual large-eddy simulations the numerical represen-
tation of the solution introduces a grid truncation next to the
smooth filtering. For finite-volume, finite-difference, or
finite-element methods the spatial discretization may be ap-
proximated to some extent by a second “implicit” filter
which is denoted by, with filter width d. In addition, the
finite spatial resolution in any simulation induces an element
of grid truncation in,. This truncation obviously limits the
strict approach to the identity operator associated with high-
order smooth filters as we will discuss next. The total stress
tensor corresponding to the composition of, andL obeys

f,+L,Pgsud = f,,Pg(Lsud) + , (fL,Pgsud). s36d

For convenience, we assumeL to be of orderN and , of
ordern. As far as the scaling of the turbulent stress tensor is
concerned, we have in that casefL ,Pgsud=OsDNd and so
,(fL ,Pgsud)= , fOsDNdg=OsDNd. Likewise Lsud=u=u
+OsDNd which leads tof, ,PgsLsudd=Osdnd+OsDNd. If d
!D the implicit filter associated with the spatial discretiza-
tion effectively corresponds to the identity operator for all
scales up toD. This large separation of scales between the
resolved scales, the larger subfilter scales and the grid-
truncation scales allows one to focus on theOsDNd turbulent
stress tensor and to ignore specific numerical aspects. Con-
versely, ifd&D or if the order ofL becomes very high with
correspondingly small effective filter width, no significant
separation of scales is present. Such may arise in actual
coarsely resolved large-eddy simulations and the lower order
filter amongL and, may become the dominant one. In such
cases one has to reckon with significant discretization ef-
fects. Moreover, the total filter effects no longer gradually
reduce to zero with an increase in the order of the smooth
filter for all length scales, but are limited by the grid trunca-
tion of the implicit filter instead. An increase in the number
of zero moments ofL will correspond to a convergence to
the identity operator only in the grid-truncated frequency
range which is inherent to any simulation. In the sequel we
will concentrate on the nonuniform filtering problem and
considerslocald filter widths sufficiently larger than the grid
spacing on which the numerical solution is available.

Although the use of higher-order filters allows additional
control over the size of the subgrid terms, the dominant scal-
ing of both the commutator error as well as the divergence of
the turbulent stress tensor withD and its derivatives is for-
mally identical if Nù2. For N=1 we even observe that the
commutator error is formally larger than the SGS flux. Judg-
ing from these order of magnitude estimates, this suggests
that if in a certain flow the turbulent stress contributions

require explicit modeling, one should also consider incorpo-
rating explicit modeling for the commutator errors. It appears
to make little sense to model one of the subgrid terms and
ignore the other class of subgrid contributions which are for-
mally of equal order of magnitude.

The order of magnitude estimates provide only a fairly
rough indication of the dynamic importance of the individual
subgrid contributions. In fact, rather than controlling the size
of the commutator errors by increasing the order of the filter
as suggested before in literature, the control of the spatial
variations inD appears to allow another method of separately
influencing the size of the SGS flux relative to that of the
commutator errors. IfD8 can be kept sufficiently small, it is
conceivable that the terms with the lowest order scaling inD
have asveryd small “pre-factor” which can even imply that
only the next order terms, i.e., the turbulent stress related
contributions only, require explicit treatment. In order to ana-
lyze these aspects we turn to ana priori analysis of the
various subgrid terms in the following section and determine
the actual size of the commutator errors and turbulent stress
contributions in developed turbulent mixing.

IV. A PRIORI ANALYSIS OF COMMUTATOR ERRORS
IN TURBULENT MIXING FLOW

In this section, data of DNS of turbulent flow in a tem-
poral mixing layer will be used to quantify the magnitude of
commutator errors and SGS fluxes for a variety of filter
width nonuniformities and filter specifications. In particular,
for skewed as well as higher-order filters the size of the
closure terms will be determined and specific trends will be
interpreted in view of the analysis presented in the preceding
section. We first describe the DNS, then introduce some mea-
sures with which the closure terms will be quantified and
finally presenta priori results which establish the magnitude
of the terms in relation to, e.g., filter width, skewness, and
order of the filter.

A. Description of DNS and filter widths

For the a priori analysis of the commutator errors we
consider turbulent flow in a temporal mixing layer. We
evaluate data presented in Ref. 22. The governing equations
are solved in a cubic geometry of side, which is set equal to
four times the wavelength of the most unstable mode accord-
ing to linear stability theory. Periodic boundary conditions
are imposed in the streamwisesx1d and spanwisesx3d direc-
tion, while in the normalsx2d direction the boundaries are
free-slip walls. The initial condition is formed by mean pro-
files corresponding to constant pressure,u1=tanhsx2d for the
streamwise velocity component andu2=u3=0. Superim-
posed on the mean profile are two- and three-dimensional
perturbation modes obtained from linear stability theory. The
DNS data were obtained at a spatial resolution of 1923 grid
cells, employing a fourth-order accurate spatial discretization
scheme in combination with explicit Runge–Kutta time step-
ping. A full description may be found in Ref. 22.

The filter widths that will be considered are kept con-
stant in thex1 andx3 directions while in thex2 direction we
allow for significant variations inD. Specifically, the filter
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width is reduced considerably near the centerline where the
flow is most unsteady and displays rapid, large-amplitude
variations. We parametrize the filter-width variations by the
following two-parameter family:

D1 = D3 = Dr, D2sx2d = Drs1 − ae−sbx2/,d2d. s37d

The reference filter widthDr is taken equal to, /16, corre-
sponding to the evaluation of LES described in Ref. 22. In
the definition of the nonuniform filter widthD2sx2d, the pa-
rametera controls the ratio between the minimal filter-width
andDr, i.e.,a measures the “depth” of the filter width modu-
lation. In addition, the parameterb controls the width of the
region of the flow domain in which the filter width varies
significantly. The maximal value ofa considered here isa
=3/4 which corresponds to a minimal filter widthDmin

=Dr /4=, /64 which is equal to three grid cells in the DNS
grid. In Fig. 1 different nonuniform filter-width variations are
shown alongside snapshots of the evolving flow. By varying
a andb and specific properties of the filter such as skewness
and order, a systematic assessment of the commutator errors
can be made.

B. Measures for the closure terms

To quantify the dynamic effects of the closure terms we
concentrate on the decomposition of the nonuniformly fil-
tered convective flux. This decomposition follows from the
application of a nonuniform filter operatorL to the convec-
tive terms in the momentum equations, i.e.,

] jsuiujd = ] jsuiujd + ] jti j + Cjfuiujg, s38d

where we distinguish a mean, SGS-flux, and commutator-
error contribution on the right-hand side ofs38d, respectively.
Since the filter width is considered nonuniform only in thex2

direction the commutator errorC jsuiujd reduces toC2suiu2d.
To quantify the magnitude of the various fluxes ins38d

the L2 norm is considered, which for a fieldf is defined as

ifi2 =
1

uVuEV

fsxd2dx. s39d

The domain of integrationV can coincide with the entire
flow-domain,3 and dx=dx1dx2dx3, but for some quantities
we will restrict the integration to the homogeneous directions
x1 and x3 and adaptV accordingly. This allows to identify
the variation of the fieldf in the normal direction.

Next to theL2 norm of the individual contributions in
s38d we also consider the transport equation for the resolved
kinetic energyE. After some calculation one may derive

« = − ]tE = − ]tSE
V

1

2
uiuidxD

= «mean+ «p + «visc + «SGS+ «CE, s40d

where we identified different contributions defined as fol-
lows:

«mean=E
V

Sui] juiuj −
1

2
uiui] jujDdx, s41d

«p =E
V

sui]ipddx, s42d

«visc = −
1

Re
E

V

sui] j] juiddx, s43d

«SGS=E
V

sui] jti jddx, s44d

FIG. 1. Contours of the spanwise vorticity of the temporal mixing layer at
sad t=20, sbd t=50, andscd t=80. Superimposed on these figures are the
nonuniform filter-width variationsD2 as a function ofx2 for the casea
=3/4 andb=5 sdottedd, b=10 ssolidd, andb=30 sdashedd.
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«CE =E
V

XuiC jsuiujd −
1

2
uiuiC jsujdCdx. s45d

These individual terms denote the mean convective contribu-
tion, the pressure contribution, the viscous dissipation, the
SGS contribution, and the effect of the commutator error,
respectively. The contribution due to the pressure«p was
shown to be negligible at the low Mach numbersM =0.2d
considered in the DNS.22 In caseV is the entire domains,3d
the mean dissipation«mean is zero in view of the boundary
conditions. As mentioned above, by restricting the integra-
tion domain to the homogeneousx1 and x3 directions, the
definitions s40d–s45d reduce to local dissipation—or trans-
port terms.

The evaluation of the various closure terms and diagnos-
tics from the DNS data employs different filters and filter
widths. Moreover, different numerical methods may be
adopted in the postprocessing of the data. The basic methods
adopted in this paper are formally second-order accurate. For
the numerical integration the trapezoidal rule has been ap-
plied. If data are required at locations not contained in the
DNS grid, linear interpolation is used to obtain approximate
values. Finally, derivatives are approximated using second-
order central finite differences with mesh-spacingDr /4
which is equal to the minimal filter width incorporated. Next
to the basic combination of second-order methods we also
repeated part of the analysis using fourth-order accurate
methods. We observed small changes in specific results.
However, turning to such higher-order methods does not lead
to alterations in the conclusions that may be drawn. There-
fore, in the sequel we will only present results obtained using
the second-order methods.

After these preparations we next present the results of
the a priori analysis, concentrating on the decomposition
s38d and the kinetic energy dissipation rates40d. First, we
turn to symmetric second-order filters and consider different
nonuniform filter widths to provide a point of reference.
Then we consider effects of skewness in combination with
the top-hat filter. Finally, we introduce a class of high-order
filters, based on the Gaussian filter, and explicitly calculate
the size of the SGS fluxes and the commutator errors for
increasing filter order.

C. Magnitude of commutator errors for second-order
symmetric filters

In Fig. 2 results are shown in case the symmetric top-hat
filter G0

th is applied to the field att=60 and the nonuniform
filter width is determined bya=3/4 andb=10. For theL2

norms only the results from the field in the streamwise di-
rection, i.e., originating from] jsu1ujd, are shown. TheL2

norms corresponding to] jsu2ujd and] jsu3ujd display similar
behavior and are not shown. The graphs in Fig. 2sad indicate
that theL2 norm of the commutator error is about an order of
magnitude smaller than the SGS flux] jti j for this specific
case. The SGS flux itself is again one order of magnitude
smaller than the mean convective flux] jsu1ujd. The latter
finding is consistent with previous observations made by
Vremanet al.37 for this flow.

Regarding the contributions in Fig. 2sbd the SGS flux
represents almost all the dissipation of resolved kinetic en-
ergy. In addition, the net positive and negative contributions
originating from the mean convective flux are seen to ap-
proximately cancel, confirming that«mean=0 if integrated
over the entire flow domain. Finally, the contribution from
the commutator error is found to be positive and therefore a
dissipative term in this case. The location of maximum local
contribution to the commutator-error dissipation coincides
approximately with the location whereD8 is maximal, con-
sistent with the basic analysis in the preceding section. The
local contribution to the SGS-dissipation«SGS is maximal
near the centerline of the flow. Similarly to theL2 norm, the
maximum contribution to the commutator error dissipation
«CE is about an order of magnitude smaller than the maxi-
mum of SGS contribution.

To further classify the type of contributions to the dy-
namics of the resolved kinetic energy we next distinguish the

FIG. 2. sad L2 norms of the decompositions38d in the streamwise direction
andsbd contributions to the resolved kinetic energy dissipation of the mean
convective fluxsdash-dottedd, SGS flux ] jsti jd sdashedd, and commutator
error ssolidd. We usea=3/4, b=10, and consider the field att=60. The
variations of the filter width as a function ofx2 are depicted by the dotted
line.
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explicit sources of dissipation and production. The positive
«+ and negative contributions«− for the SGS flux are defined
as

«SGS
+ sx2d =E

V

maxs0,ui] jti jddx1dx3,

«SGS
− sx2d =E

V

mins0,ui] jti jddx1dx3. s46d

Likewise, we can formulate«CE
+ and«CE

− for the commutator
error. Production«− is often associated with “backscatter” in
literature. In Fig. 3 the production and dissipation corre-
sponding to the SGS fluxes and commutator errors are
shown. In both cases the dissipation is larger than the pro-
duction, resulting in a net dissipation as already shown in
Fig. 2sbd. The ratio between the total production and total
dissipation, defined as the integral overx2 of «±sx2d, is ob-
served to be about the same for the SGS fluxes and the com-
mutator errors.

Next we compare different nonuniform filter widths
D2sx2d. In view of s23d, the second-order top-hat filterG0

th

should give rise to a commutator error that scales withDD8.
The influence ofD8 on the commutator errors can be con-
trolled by varying the parametersa and b. In Fig. 4 theL2

norms are shown for different combinations ofa andb. An
increase in eithera or b corresponds to an increase inD8.
Correspondingly, the larger and spatially more localized
variations in the filter width lead to considerable increases in
the commutator errors. This may readily be inferred from
Figs. 4sad and 4sbd.

In complex turbulent flows one may wonder which strat-
egy of spatially varyingD is best. On the one hand one may
select a fairly gradual transition between a region of large/
small filter width to a nearby region of small/large filter
width. One may think of a case as represented byb=5 in
Fig. 4sbd. Then,D8 is small and so is the commutator error;
no explicit modeling of this contribution appears to be re-
quired. This seems to be the most favorable strategy, but one
has to realize that it is also computationally the most expen-
sive. A gradual transition requires a wide transition region

FIG. 3. The explicit dissipationssolidd and productionsdashedd contribu-
tions to the resolved kinetic energy dissipation due tosad the SGS flux and
sbd the commutator error.

FIG. 4. TheL2 norm of the commutator error in the streamwise direction at
t=60: sad a=1/4 sdashedd, 1 /2 sdottedd, and 3/4ssolidd with b fixed to 10;
sbd a fixed to 3/4 andb=5 sdash-dottedd, 10 ssolidd, 30 sdashedd, and 60
sdottedd.
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which may be wasteful in terms of number of grid points. On
the other hand, if a relatively sharp transition is considered,
e.g., illustrated byb=60, the derivativeD8 may become suf-
ficiently large to lead to a commutator error which may no
longer be neglected. In fact, the commutator error can locally
become as important as the SGS fluxes and correspondingly
the commutator error should be explicitly modeled. Depend-
ing on whether or not adequate models for the commutator-
error contributions can be formulated, one may be tempted to
adopt the “safer” more expensive option or the more efficient
option which requires a commutator-error model. The proper
resolution of the problem how best to adaptD is at the heart
of developing LES for complex flows and requires further
research to which a forthcoming paper will be devoted.

We next proceed by considering the effect of skewness
of the filter and subsequently turn to higher-order filters. In
the latter case we will explicitly compare the magnitude of
the commutator errors with that of the SGS fluxes for in-
creasing order of filtering.

D. Skewness and commutator errors

An efficient implementation of nonuniform filters gives
rise to skewed filters in a very natural way. Consider filtering
at a grid-locationxi. In one dimension this can be obtained
by integrating over the intervalfxi−m,xi+ng wherem andn are
suitable integers. Even if the filter corresponds to a “symmet-
ric” choice of points aroundxi, i.e., m=n, the nonuniformity
of the grid in physical space will imply asymmetry and non-
zero skewness. Skewed filters are virtually unavoidable close
to solid walls while in other flow-regions skewness arises
quite naturally from grid-non-uniformities, if one uses this
grid-based implementation. Strictly speaking, grid and filter-
width nonuniformities do not have to correspond directly to
each other and nonuniform filters can also be defined on
uniform grids, as is considered here. Either way, this sketch
illustrates that typical filters in complex flow domains are
likely to be skewed and effects of skewness deserve to be
studied in detail.

In the preceding section it has been shown that skewness
of a filter can have a considerable effect on the size of the
commutator error. Skewness implies a decrease of the order
of the filter compared to the associated symmetric case. For
filters that are second order at zero skewness, nonzero skew-
ness leads to a commutator error of orderOsD8d. Here, we
will explicitly calculate the size of the commutator errors for
the skewed top-hat filterGa

th defined ins4d. For simplicity,
we consider the case of constant skewness, which is adequate
to illustrate the main effects.

In Fig. 5 theL2 norm and local energy transport«sx2d of
the commutator error and the SGS fluxes are shown as func-
tion of the shift-parametera. From the series expansion of
the SGS stress it was concluded that this term was not af-
fected by a nonzero first moment. In Fig. 5sad we observe
indeed that the size of the SGS flux is largely unaffected by
the value of the shifta=M1. This is in sharp contrast with the
L2 norm of the commutator error for which a significant in-
crease is observed with increasinguau as predicted by the
analytical estimates obtained in the preceding section.

Additional illustrations of skewness in relation to the
commutator error can be observed in Fig. 5sbd, where the
local contributions«SGSsx2d and«CEsx2d are shown. The SGS
contributions are quite unaffected by the skewness of the
filter, while the commutator-error effect increases withuau. In
case skewed filters are applied the commutator-error contri-
bution to the resolved kinetic energy dissipation loses its
symmetry across the centerline atx2=0. The resulting
commutator-error effect can even change sign, either above
or below the centerline depending ona, which indicates that
not only the size but also the dynamical consequences of the
commutator error may depend considerably on the skewness.
It may be shown that symmetric filters give rise to dissipa-
tive effects and nonzero skewness is associated with addi-
tional dispersive contributions.38

Finally, we observe that in certain regions of the flow
domain the effects of the SGS fluxes and the commutator
errors are of comparable magnitude in case the skewness is
sufficiently large. So, unlike most cases involving symmetric

FIG. 5. sad L2 norms of the SGS fluxes and commutator errors in the stream-
wise direction andsbd contributions to the resolved kinetic energy dissipa-
tion at t=60 for the asymmetric top-hat filter in casea=0 ssolidd, a=0.25
sdash-dottedd, a=0.50 sdashedd, and a=−0.50 sdottedd. The upper set of
curves correspond to the SGS fluxes, and the lower set of curves denote the
effect of the commutator errors.
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second-order filters, strongly skewed lower order filters im-
ply that one can no longer ignore the explicit inclusion of
commutator errors in the subgrid modeling.

In the following paragraphs higher-order filters will be
considered and the decrease of the commutator error with
increasing filter order will be compared with that of the SGS
fluxes. First the construction of a specific class of higher-
order filters will be described. Estimates for the commutator
error and SGS fluxes will subsequently be discussed.

E. Construction of higher-order filters

In literature various classes of higher-order filters have
been proposed. Vasilyevet al.15 constructed a class of filters,
which was later extended to complex geometries by Marsden
et al.19 and by Haselbacher and Vasilyev.20 These filters are
based on a nonuniform grid to achieve nonuniform filtering.
In our application here, we would prefer to be able to adopt
a wide range of different nonuniform filter widths without
having to change the grid each time, i.e., achieve a level of
independence between filter width and grid nonuniformities.
To arrive at such a formulation the so-called Daubechies
construction is used.17

The construction of Daubechies filters relies on a
wavelet-type transformation of a general base filterG0ssd.
We require that all momentsMr, r ù0 of the base-filterG0ssd
exist and that the base filter is properly normalized, i.e.,
M0=1. The desired higher-order filter-kernelGNssd is ex-
pressed as

GNssd = o
j=0

n−1

djG0S s

j + 1
D , s47d

wheredj are appropriate constants, which will be determined
next takings25d into account. We note that the filter kernel
GN has a much wider support compared to the original base
filter sinces is divided by j +1.

We selected the Gaussian filters5d as base filter and
restrict ourselves here to symmetric filters. By definition the
higher-order filter kernel inherits the symmetry properties of
the base filter and the odd momentM2r+1 of GN are zero. We
definen=N/2 in s47d. The requirements for higher-order fil-
ters s25d give rise to the following system of equations for
the unknown coefficientshdjj:

di0 =E s2io
j=0

n−1

djG0S s

j + 1
Dds= M2io

j=0

n−1

djs j + 1d2i+1, s48d

for i =0,… ,n−1 andM2i are the moments of the base-filter.
For second-order base filtersM2i Þ0 and by definitionM0

;1. Hences48d can be multiplied byM2i
−1 and ann3n linear

systemAd =b for d=fd0,d1,… ,dn−1g results whereA andb
are defined as

A i j = s j + 1d2i+1, bi = di0, i, j = 0,…,n − 1. s49d

It can be shown that the matrix A is invertible. For variousn
explicit construction of the higher-order filters can be ob-
tained using, e.g., Maple and in Table I resulting coefficients
are given for several higher-order filters.

The momentsM2i depend on the specific choice for the
base filter. However, the coefficientshdjj follow from Ad
=b from which these moments have been removed; conse-
quently the coefficientshdjj are independent of the specific
choice of the symmetric base filter. This construction can
also be developed for asymmetric filters in which case Ai j

=s j +1di+1 and n=N. In Fig. 6 some resulting higher-order
filters are depicted. As the desired filter order is increased the
filter kernel is seen to develop characteristic changes of sign
which imply that the realizability conditions for the turbulent
stress tensor are no longer maintained.39

Numerically, the integrals are approximated using the
trapezoidal rule. Followings8d the discrete filter can be for-
mulated as

ui = o
j=−n−

n+

wijui+j , s50d

where the filter weightswij are given by

wij =
xj+1 − xj−1

2

1

Dsxid
GNSxj − xi

Dsxid
D . s51d

In this approach the numbersn− and n+ should be chosen
fairly large in order for the momentsMr, r =1,… ,N−1 to be
accurately captured. We selectedn−=n+=96, i.e., integrate
over all points in the grid. The discrete moments

TABLE I. Resulting coefficientshdjj for several lower order filters.

N hdjj

4 h 4
3 ,−1

6
j

6 h 3
2 ,− 3

10 , 1
30

j
8 h 8

5 ,−2
5 , 8

105,− 1
140

j

FIG. 6. Higher-order filters, Gaussian second orderssolidd, fourth order
sdottedd, and eighth ordersdashedd.
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Mr < o
j=−n−

n+

wijSxi+j − xi

Di
Dr

s52d

were found to be smaller than 10−5, for all momentsr
=1,… ,N−1, up toN=8 for the cases considered. Hence, up
to eighth-order filtering is achieved in this way.

F. Magnitude of SGS fluxes and commutator errors
as function of filter order

In Sec. III it was shown that anNth order filter gives rise
to a commutator error which scales withOsD8DN−1d. Also,
for Nù2 the SGS-stressti j scales withOsDNd, which leads
to a SGS-flux ] jti j with contributions of OsDNd and
OsD8DN−1d. Hence, in regions whereD8 is sufficiently large,
both SGS flux and commutator error display identical domi-
nant scaling inD controlled by the order of the filter. Con-
sequently, both contributions may require explicit subgrid
modeling in such regions. To further illustrate this, we will
next extend the dominant scaling analysis with the calcula-
tion of the actual size of the SGS flux and commutator errors
in turbulent mixing. We will use the symmetric high-order
Daubechies filters with nonuniform filter widths constructed
above.

In Fig. 7 the local contributions«SGSand«CE are shown
for several higher-order filters. First, we compared the
Gaussian filter with the symmetric top-hat filter. These two
second-order filters are shown to yield only minor differ-
ences, confirming findings in Ref. 39. In Fig. 7 the strong
reduction of the contribution of both the SGS flux and the
commutator error with increasing filter order can be ob-
served. Roughly speaking the maximal local SGS-flux con-
tribution decreases by about 30% for every increase of the
filter order by 2. The size of the commutator-error contribu-
tion is seen to be reduced slightly more rapidly with increas-
ing order of the filter. WhenN changes from 2 to 4 the
maximum commutator-error contribution decrease by about
35% and by an additional 50% whenN is increased to 6. We
hence clearly observe that both the SGS-flux and
commutator-error contributions reduce in a fairly comparable
way with increasing order of filtering. The specific imple-
mentation of the higher-order filters used here may induce
some inaccuracy in the evaluation of the higher-order cases.
This does not permit a further quantitative evaluation of the
observed behavior. However, the general trends are suffi-
ciently strong to illustrate the predicted decrease ofbothcon-
tributions asN increases, which was the central point of this
analysis.

The use of higher-order filters not only influences the
dominant scaling of the subgrid terms but it may also affect
the construction of acceptable subgrid models. It is not nec-
essarily true that SGS models which are accurate in combi-
nation with ordinary second-order filters work equally well
for higher-order filters. For example, the standard Smagorin-
sky model36,27 contains an explicit scaling withD2 which
also carries over to the popular dynamic model.30 In addi-
tion, the well known gradient or Clark model is explicitly
based on filters with a nonzero second moment.22,24 In case
higher-order filters are adopted to try to reduce the explicit

influence of the commutator error, it appears unavoidable
that one should also incorporate corresponding changes in
the basic model assumption for the SGS stresses, e.g., correct
the model to comply with the theoretical scaling. Similarity
models such as Bardina’s model23 or Leray’s model40 do not
require such an explicit alteration; the proper dominant scal-
ing is already contained in the definition of these models.

The analysis in this and the preceding section has indi-
cated that skewness of a filter, which is often unavoidable,
can have a strong influence on the size of the commutator
error relative to the SGS flux. Moreover, sufficiently rapid
variations in the local filter width may induce local situations
in which the commutator error is no longer negligible com-
pared to the SGS fluxes. Finally, the use of higher-order fil-
ters does not offer an independent control over the size of
either type of subgrid terms. Hence, in various situations or
for the sake of retaining appropriate efficiency in LES of
complex flows, one has to resort to explicitly developing

FIG. 7. Contribution to the dissipation of the resolved kinetic energy caused
by sad the SGS flux andsbd by the commutator error att=60 for higher-order
filters, second-order Gaussianssolidd, fourth ordersdottedd, and sixth order
sdashedd. Also depicted are the results obtained with the second-order top-
hat filter scirclesd.
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specific models for the commutator error. We will present an
analysis of similarity type commutator-error models in the
following section to illustrate this point.

V. EXPLICIT MODELING OF THE COMMUTATOR
ERROR

In this section we first formulate explicit models for the
commutator errors.13 Subsequently, results ofa priori testing
will be discussed, where special attention will be given to the
quality of the proposed models in case skewed filters are
applied.

A. Similarity commutator-error models

Motivated by the close capturing of turbulent stresses by
similarity SGS models, we will illustrate the explicit
commutator-error modeling by extending the similarity idea
accordingly. We concentrate on Bardina’s similarity concept
and the associated gradient approximation.

The first commutator-error modelsCE modeld extends
the Bardina model23 to also include the commutator error.
For any nonlinearityf the similarity CE model arises by
applying the definition of the exact commutator error to the
available filtered solution. In particular, the exact commuta-
tor error corresponding tof may be written asC jsfdsud
=fL ,] jg+fsud. Consequently, the similarity model may be de-
fined as

C j
simsfdsud = fL,] jg+fsud = ] j fsud − ] j fsud. s53d

In this formulation fsud denotes the operatorf acting on
filtered quantities. Sincef is still arbitrarys53d represents the
similarity formulation for general nonlinearities, e.g., also
those associated with exponential dependencies such as in
some combustion models.41–43For the commutator error cor-
responding to the quadratic nonlinearity in the convective
fluxes we obtain

C j
simsPi jdsud = fL,] jg+Pi jsud = ] jsuiujd − ] juiuj , s54d

which will be investigated next.
The similarity model for the commutator error contains a

number of additional explicit applications of the filter opera-
tor. These are computationally expensive and an alternative
can be obtained using Taylor expansions. This gives rise to
the gradient CE model. It shows close resemblance to the
gradient SGS model,24 except that here also the first-order
contribution is incorporated in order to accommodate skewed
filters. The derivation of the gradient CE model proceeds
analogous to the derivation ofs23d and results in

C j
gradientsfdsud = − hMk1s] jDkd]kfsud + Mk2Dks] jDkd]k

2fsudj,

s55d

where the summation overk runs from 1 to 3 andMkr is the
rth moment of the filter applied in thekth direction. The first
and second moments of the filter make this model sensitive
to the actual filter that was adopted. For thea priori testing
of these models thesskewedd top-hat filterGa

th will be used,
for which we obtainedM1=a andM2= 1

12+a2.

Further analogies between the SGS fluxes and the com-
mutator errors may be exploited to extend existing SGS
models to CE models. For example, generalized similarity
models may involvesapproximated inversion,44,45 or regular-
ization principles such as Leray’s formulation.40 Moreover,
the commutator error formally obeys Germano’s identity2

which may be formulated as follows. If a test-filterLtf is
introduced next toL then the following identity may be veri-
fied:

fLtf+L,] jgsud = fLtf,] jg+Lsud + Ltf+fL,] jgsud. s56d

This identity represents Leibniz’s rule for the commutator-
error bracket and may allow the dynamic determination of
possible additional parameters in assumed basic CE models,
similar to dynamic modeling approaches which were found
successful for the SGS stress.30

The explicit evaluation of an additional CE model can be
computationally expensive. Therefore, it may be an appeal-
ing idea to return to the basis of the nonuniform filtering and
combine the modeling of the commutator error with that of
the SGS terms. So, instead of distinguishing two separate
closure problems which may have separate subgrid models,
we may directly consider the modeling of the full
convective-flux contribution, i.e.,] jsuiujd−] jsuiujd.

46 One
may easily verify that

] jsuiujd = ] jsuiujd + h] jsuiujd − ] jsuiujdj

= ] jsuiujd + fL,] j+Pi jgsud. s57d

The similarity closure of this formulation arises directly as
before

fL,] j+Pi jgsud → fL,] j+Pi jgsud

= fL,] jg+Pi jsud + ] j+fL,Pi jgsud

= C j
simsPi jdsud + ] jti j

Bardsud, s58d

where ti j
Bard=fL ,Pi jgsud is Bardina’s similarity model. Not

surprisingly, we observe that the similarity modeling of the
separate closure problems corresponds fully to the similarity
modeling of the full convective-flux contribution. By adopt-
ing the same modeling assumptions for both the SGS stress
and commutator error the combined model can be imple-
mented at reduced computational cost. A similar situation
arises in relation to Leray regularization.47 This regulariza-
tion closure not only implies a model for the SGS stress but
also for the commutator error and the combined evaluation
can be shown to be not more expensive than in case uniform
filters are considered.

In the remainder of this section we will consider results
of a priori testing of the two explicit similarity CE models.
Other models mentioned above and their performance in ac-
tual LES will be discussed elsewhere.

B. A priori testing of CE models

For thea priori testing of the CE models we incorporate
a number of different quantities. We will consider the corre-
lation of the models with the exact commutator errors
C jsuiujd as well as withC jsujd, as a function of time. More-
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over, we compare theL2 norms and the contributions to the
dissipation of the resolved kinetic energy«CEsx2d for the
various models. We adopt thesskewedd top-hat filterGa

th and
first turn to the symmetric case. Afterwards, we will discuss
the performance of the similarity models for the skewed
case.

In Table II the correlations are shown for the gradient—
and the similarity model with filter-width variations corre-
sponding toa=3/4 andb=10. The similarity model displays
almost perfect correlation during all transitional and turbu-
lent stages of the development of the temporal mixing layer.
Regarding the gradient model we notice somewhat lower
correlations. During the initial stagess0ø tø30d the corre-
lation in the transitional regime displays a slight decrease,
compared to the average values, forC jsu1ujd, C jsu2ujd, and
C jsujd while C jsu3ujd shows virtually no correlation in this
regime. Beyondt=30 the mixing layer reached nonlinear
saturation and more or less steady, quite high levels of cor-
relation are observed. In Table II the gradient model shows
an average correlation of 0.74 forC jsuiujd and 0.89 for the
commutator error in the continuity equationC jsujd. The simi-
larity model performs slightly better, 0.92 forC jsuiujd and
0.96 for C jsujd. From this correlation analysis we conclude
that both models are well capable of capturing the important
spatial variations in the commutator error that arise in this
flow. This corresponds closely to similarly high correlation
observed between these similarity models and the turbulent
stress tensor.22

The predictions of both CE models for theL2 norms and
for «CE are collected in Fig. 8. Again, we usea=3/4 and
b=10 and consider the turbulent field att=60. Only theL2

norms forC jsu1ujd are shown; the results corresponding to
the normal and spanwise directions as well as results related
to C jsujd lead to similar conclusions. From Fig. 8sad it can be
observed that the similarity model tends to underpredict the
commutator error, while the gradient model overpredicts the
commutator error. The results for«CE in Fig. 8sbd indicate
that the similarity CE model is not sufficiently dissipative.
The contribution due to the gradient model does correspond
very well with the exact commutator error dissipation.

We next turn to an analysis for skewed filters. Whereas
the predictions of both similarity models appeared quite ac-
curate for symmetric filters, the situation is quite different for
strongly skewed filters. Results at maximal skewnessa= 1

2
for the correlations are given in Table III. In the developed
regimetù30 the gradient model shows a correlation which
is slightly larger than obtained for the similarity model; 0.67
compared to 0.61 forC jsuiujd and 0.75 compared to 0.65 for
C jsujd. Both models correlate less well with the exact com-
mutator error compared to the symmetric casescf. Table IId.

Although a correlation in the range of 0.6–0.75 may still
be considered reasonable, the predictions for theL2 norms
and«CE are rather inaccurate. Both models appear unable to
properly capture these quantities for the strongly skewed
case, as shown in Fig. 9. We also included the symmetric
gradient CE model usingM1=0 andM2= 1

12. The symmetric
gradient model leads to a strong underprediction of the com-
mutator error. In case the gradient model with properly ad-
justed moments is used the gradient model exaggerates the
commutator error. TheL2 norm as predicted by the similarity

TABLE II. Correlation results for the gradient and similarity commutator-
error models for symmetric filters.

t

Gradient model Similarity model

C jsu1ujd C jsu2ujd C jsu3ujd C jsujd C jsu1ujd C jsu2ujd C jsu3ujd C jsujd

0 0.61 0.68 0.01 0.82 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.99

10 0.53 0.54 20.08 0.65 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.95

20 0.62 0.56 0.20 0.70 0.93 0.85 0.91 0.94

30 0.76 0.63 0.60 0.82 0.95 0.85 0.91 0.95

40 0.78 0.75 0.69 0.88 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.96

50 0.74 0.73 0.71 0.87 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.96

60 0.75 0.73 0.72 0.90 0.94 0.88 0.93 0.96

70 0.76 0.75 0.71 0.91 0.92 0.88 0.91 0.96

80 0.74 0.77 0.71 0.90 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.95

90 0.80 0.80 0.74 0.90 0.93 0.90 0.93 0.96

100 0.80 0.83 0.81 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.96 0.96

FIG. 8. sad The L2 norm of the commutator-errorC jsu1ujd andsbd contribu-
tion to the dissipation of the resolved kinetic energy as predicted by the
exact commutator errorssolidd, gradient CE model withM1=0, M2=1/12
sdashedd, and similarity CE modelsdottedd for the symmetric top-hat filter.
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model is seen to be somewhat too low but clearly predicts
the L2 norm with greater accuracy in this example.

The predictions for«CEsx2d are shown in Fig. 9sbd.
Again, the both gradient model realizations are quite unac-
ceptable. Moreover, especially the gradient model with
proper values for the moments completely misses regions
with a net negative contribution to the resolved kinetic en-
ergy dissipation. The similarity model at least resolves some
of the production as well as dissipation although large dis-
crepancies remain.

In summary, both explicit CE models produce reason-
able results in combination with the symmetric top-hat filter,
but their parametrization of the commutator error in combi-
nation with strongly skewed filters appears inadequate. Es-
pecially the gradient model fails noticeably for the skewed
case. In contrast, the similarity model maintains some accu-
racy in the prediction of the size and dissipative nature of the
commutator error. Further development anda posterioritest-
ing of explicit commutator-error models is required in order
to reliably apply LES in cases with large, strongly skewed
and spatially localized filter-width variations. The alternative
consists of trying to set up the numerical treatment such that
such filter-width nonuniformities are largely avoided. In the
following section we collect some concluding remarks and
discuss the conditions under which explicit commutator-error
modeling may be unavoidable.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we presented results of research into the
commutator error in LES. This closure term arises in case a
filter with nonuniform filter width is applied to the Navier–
Stokes equations. The dynamic consequences of the commu-
tator error and its explicit modeling received comparably
little attention in literature. However, for the application of
LES to practical situations in which complex flow phenom-
ena are present in a complex flow domain, the use of a filter
width which depends on space and/or time is considered very
advantageous.8 An investigation of the associated commuta-

tor error is a prerequisite before filters with nonuniform filter
width can be applied with confidence. We addressed this is-
sue in a number of ways as will be sketched next.

We first identified all commutator errors that arise from
nonuniformly filtering the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations. It was shown that all closure terms can be ex-
pressed as commutator brackets involving the filter operator
and either the product or differentiation operator. Conse-
quently, these terms share a number of important properties
with the Poisson bracket in classical mechanics.18 This ob-
servation allows to develop dynamic subgrid modeling for
all closure terms, i.e., including the commutator errors.

The main commutator error arises from filtering the con-
vective flux] jsuiujd. It can be expressed as

C jsuiujd = fL,] jgsPi jdsud = ] juiuj − ] juiuj s59d

and should be directly compared with the SGS fluxes] jti j

involving the turbulent stress-tensorti j =fL ,Pi jgsud. Using
Taylor expansions the influence on the commutator error

TABLE III. Correlation results for the gradient and similarity commutator-
error models for the nonsymmetric top-hat filter witha= 1

2, a=3/4, andb
=10. The gradient model includes both moments explicitly, i.e.,M1=a,
M2= 1

12+a2.

t

Gradient model Similarity model

C jsu1ujd C jsu2ujd C jsu3ujd C jsujd C jsu1ujd C jsu2ujd C jsu3ujd C jsujd

0 0.78 0.82 0.40 0.90 0.58 0.59 0.36 0.57

10 0.79 0.76 0.50 0.87 0.63 0.57 0.42 0.56

20 0.74 0.72 0.61 0.84 0.65 0.59 0.52 0.56

30 0.73 0.75 0.71 0.83 0.67 0.64 0.54 0.65

40 0.72 0.75 0.72 0.83 0.65 0.65 0.58 0.63

50 0.67 0.73 0.72 0.80 0.63 0.60 0.59 0.66

60 0.57 0.67 0.65 0.76 0.59 0.55 0.58 0.59

70 0.53 0.64 0.61 0.68 0.63 0.52 0.50 0.61

80 0.50 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.68 0.57 0.58 0.65

90 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.70 0.68 0.59 0.65 0.69

100 0.45 0.76 0.74 0.66 0.69 0.60 0.62 0.69

FIG. 9. sad The L2 norm of the commutator errorC jsu1ujd andsbd contribu-
tion to the dissipation of the resolved kinetic energy as predicted by the
exact commutator errorssolidd, gradient CE model withM1=0, M2=1/12
sdash-dottedd, gradient CE model withM1=a andM2= 1

12+a2 sdashedd, and
similarity CE modelsdottedd for the skewed top-hat filterGa

th with a= 1
2.
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arising from the filter widthD, its spatial derivative=fDsxdg
or the order of the filter, has been established. For general
Nth order filters the commutator error was shown to scale
with D8DN−1. For common filters such as the symmetric top-
hat and Gaussian filters this implies a scaling withD8D. The
scaling even reduces toOsD8d for first-order filters which
arise from skewed versions of popular second-order filters.
From a similar analysis the SGS-stress tensorti j scales with
OsDNd in caseNù2 and withOsD2d for N=1. This yields an
SGS flux] jti j that scales with a formally dominant contribu-
tion of OsD8DN−1d and subdominant term ofOsDNd. In case
i= sDsxddi is sufficiently large this scaling analysis indicates
that both the commutator error and the SGS flux behave in
the same way. In fact, this analysis suggests that the use of
higher-order filters does not allow anindependentcontrol
over the commutator error compared to the SGS flux, as was
hinted at before.14,15 Moreover, for skewed filters, addition-
ally with sharp variations in filter width the explicit modeling
of both closure terms appears unavoidable.

Using DNS data of the temporal mixing layer22 the mag-
nitude of the commutator error and the SGS flux was explic-
itly calculated in order to complement the dominant scaling
analysis. The use of turbulent flow data allowed for a quan-
titative comparison between the dynamical importance of the
commutator error and the SGS stress. The effect of skewness
of the filter on the commutator error showed to be consider-
able in certain cases, consistent with the observation that the
order of a filter is reduced by one if the kernel is skewed. For
the commonly adopted top-hat and Gaussian filters this is
especially important because the SGS stress is unaffected by
a nonzero first momentM1. Thea priori analysis reveals that
strongly skewed filters induce a commutator error which be-
comes locally as important as the SGS stress and thus both
closure terms would require explicit modeling. Likewise, the
commutator error requires explicit modeling in caseD8 be-
comes sufficiently large. Finally, the influence of the order of
the filter on the magnitude of the closure terms was deter-
mined and the global trends were found to be in line with the
scaling analysis.

Since very little developments have been made in the
explicit modeling of commutator errors, it is natural to con-
sider under what conditions these terms can safely be ne-
glected. Unlike suggestions made in literature that this can
be achieved by adhering to higher-order filters, anindepen-
dentcontrol over the size of the commutator errors compared
to the SGS fluxes is obtained only by properly restricting
spatial variations of the filter width. Keeping the gradient of
the filter width small presents itself as a favorable strategy
for avoiding the commutator error. Unfortunately, with this
option one remains quite close to the uniform filter-width
situation and this does not offer a flexible and computation-
ally effective adaptation to complex flows in complex do-
mains. It appears therefore that explicit modeling of commu-
tator errors may open up important new possibilities for
LES.

To illustrate this alternative, two specialized models for
the commutator error were proposed and analyzed. We con-
sidered the similarity model and the approximating gradient
model. In combination with symmetric filters the similarity

model was found to be quite accurate, showing a correlation
of about 90%. This model displayed, however, too low con-
tributions to the dissipation of the resolved kinetic energy.
The computationally more efficient gradient model showed a
correlation of about 80% and successfully captured the dis-
sipation of resolved kinetic energy«CEsx2d. In case skewed
filters were applied both these basic models were shown to
fail considerably which indicates that more effort has to be
put into the development of accurate commutator-error mod-
els. Good opportunities exist by extending dynamic model-
ing or following the revisited regularization approaches.40

Future research will be devoted to these developments and
will include the application of specific commutator-error
models in actual large-eddy simulations on nonuniform
grids. The dynamic adaptation of the filter width is one of the
central issues that will be investigated. An implementation in
terms of finite element discretizations will be considered and
applied to vortex dominated flows of aerodynamic interest,
e.g., in which slender and coherent vortices develop behind
an airplane wing.
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